Tanzanians seize John Reid approved Friday a President Jusufu Lule's fledgling government. Zaire. Amin, who was last reported in northwestern six-shooters strapped to his waist. Year long effort pays off wearing a pair of Western-style capo. "We "Tremendous volume of the decision, Reid indicated that he was confident that since there will be no continuous inventory, there would be no security problems, and no problem with transferring the operation to a Union that could possibly be unwilling or unable to continue the service in coming years. Reid noted that the proposal is very general and that more specific details need to be worked out between Student Activities and the Student Union Services Commission which would operate the store. Curt Hensch, Services Commission chairman, said Reid's concern over the lack of specificity in the proposal. Special arrangements for maintaining a small special inventory of special sale albums and new releases, prices, and processing could possibly be worked out between Reid, the Steering Committee and myself," Hensch noted. Hensch noted that in spite of problems with some individual orders, Fathers and Sons, an Indianapolis record wholesaler, commented that the order they received from the Student Union's Bookstore profession- ally organized order they had ever handled. Fathers and Sons is the largest distributor in the Midwest. "Tremendous volume of the sale was what caused the delays and confusion over orders," Hensch said. With the record store, the hours will be from 12 to 4 p.m., five days a week, so the volume will be manageable, since the ordering will be spaced over a longer period of time. The store will be run essen- tially the same as the sale, according to Hensch. He added, however, that the Services Commission will go out of its way to keep the record keeping so that orders can be processed more quickly. "The record store should be ready for full operation when the store turns around," Hensch said.
News in brief

**Study shows TV violence reaches record levels**

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Violence in network broadcast weekend television shows aimed at children rose to record levels on ABC and CBS and a near-record on NBC last fall, according to a study released yesterday. The study also found that young people who are heavy television watchers develop a "condition of fear" about the world they live in. "There is a consistent relationship between fear and the amount of television watched," said Nancy Sigonessi, research coordinator for the study. "They (heavy watchers) do perceive the world as much more violent and much more fearful." Heavy television watchers were defined as those who tune in more than four hours a day. Violence was defined as "hurting or killing a person or the credible threat of hurting and killing."

**Carson, his bosses gather to try to resolve differences**

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Johnny Carson, his representatives and his bosses met through the weekend trying to resolve the high-paid star's differences with the NBC television network. NBC spokesman Gene Walsh said that discussions would continue, "but they will be held privately and their contents will be regarded as privileged." Carson, host of NBC's popular "Tonight" show, said last week that he hoped to quit on Nov. 17, Carson's 17th anniversary as host of the money-saving show.

**Patient lacks patience, holds 10 hostage at clinic**

CHICAGO (AP) - A 48-year-old man was held on $1,000 bond, charged with aggravated assault in connection with a siege at a clinic in which 10 patients and employees were held hostage. No one was harmed. Police said Olmsheed Harrison, a salesman, went into the clinic after officers wore away from him a 12-gauge shotgun he had taken into the Madison Pulaski, Medical Center on the city's north side. Hutchinson, after being asked by doctors if he was angry that he had not been allowed to see a doctor, police said. Clinic employees told investigators that Hutchinson refused to fill out medical forms, waited an hour, left and returned with the gun.

**Weather**

Increasing cloudiness and mild today, high in the upper 60s. A 36 percent chance of rain and possible thunderstorms tonight and tomorrow. Low tonight in the low to mid 50s. High in the upper 60s. Southeast winds 10-15 m.p.h. today.

**World Record Dodgeball—Come out and join in the attempt to set a world record for the largest dodgeball game ever. The game will start at 5:30 p.m. at Saint Mary's on Gentile Thursday. Call Alan Or at 334-1720 for details.**

**Frisbee Freestyle Championship. Enter the first An Tostal Cup—• Campus Field—7:30 p.m.—ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING, transfer of ownership into hands of the new vice president.**

The Second Annual "Looking for Mr. Goodbar" Contest has begun! Starting today, and continuing every day through Friday, look in the An Tostal columns of the Observer or listen to WSN0 for the daily clue which will lead to the location of the "Mr. Goodbar" candy wrapper hidden somewhere on the ND-SMC campuses. By collecting the clues and piecing together the information, anyone with a touch of Sherlock Holmes in his blood can discover the location of the "Mr. Goodbar" Answer includes the name, phone number, and the specific location of the wrapper should be submitted to the answer box in the Ombudsman office, 2nd floor Lafortune. A drawing from all correct entries will be held at the Irish Wake on Saturday night to determine the winner of a dinner for four at "The Hunting!! CLUE NO. 1: THE NINTH PRIME NUMBER.**

**The Observer**

**The Observer is published Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday by the students of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. The newspaper is published for students of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, with the cooperation of the Notre Dame, Indiana, and Saint Mary's, Indiana, Board of Trustees. The Observer is the official and independent student publication of the Campus.**

---

**Campus**

9:30 pm, "FICTURE," "government and the media," by david h. brown, special assistant to the public printer of the u.s., Michigan Union, I.B. LANGUE

3:30 pm, SOFTBALL, smc vs. st. francis, BOLAND FIELD 4 pm, MEETING, american assoc. of university professors, UNI, 4th floor

7:19 pm, "ban. hist," ENGR. AUD. free

7 pm, LECTURE, by jose espinosa, m.d., pro-life advocate, univ. of Notre Dame, 10th floor Lafortune

7:30 pm, FILM, "providence," WASHINGTON HALL, $1

7:30 pm, ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING, transfer of ownership into hands of the new vice president.

---
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**Senior Class Baseball Adventure**

Sunday, May 13 WHITE SOX vs K.C., Tickets $11.00 on sale Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday (April 23, 24, 25, 26) 12:30-2 p.m. in Lafortune.
Against student complaints

University defends businesses

by Pat Toomey Jr.
Staff Reporter

Editor's Note: This is the first in a three-part series dealing with campus businesses.

University-run businesses are an integral part of Notre Dame, as they provide important services and contribute substantially to the general fund. But many students complain that these businesses fail to provide their profits from high prices and monopoly protection.

Many students recognize that the result of mismanagement, but others may be misled in fact. Certainly, was that University-run businesses are currently operated deserves scrutiny.

Notre Dame runs a wide variety of business enterprises, ranging from the Micro Inn to the football team. For financial reporting purposes, these operations are lumped together under the term "Auxiliary Enterprises".

Last year, the University reported revenues of $25 million in Auxiliary Enterprises.

When Thomas Mason, vice-president for Business Affairs, was asked for more specific figures, he replied: "We don't do cost accounting. These figures aren't broken down."

Mason expressed the philosophy that his job is to provide services that students need. "When students contact him about starting an on-campus business, he tries to find out what service they want. If he determines there is a need for this service, he will see how the University can provide it."

Mason described the philosophy best when he said, "If you want a service, I can help you. But if you want to run a business, then I've got problems.""Mohammad strongly defended the current system of University-run businesses. When asked about the lack of competition that exists in these businesses, Mason answered, "We think that there is competition in town, and besides, the auxiliary services provide important revenues to the general fund."

When students complain about University-run business, the bookstore is usually the first to get their criticism. Many students feel that prices are too high, and that the service is not that good.

Bro. Conrad Moran, bookstore manager, accepts this criticism. According to Moran, inflation has made textbook sales a non-profit business. "If it wasn't for our other areas in the store, we would be going into the red," Moran stated.

Despite this, other bookstores and managers in town say that Moran is being unfair. "Moran is a small leader," said one of the managers at the bookstore located on campus.

Shapira, a native of Durban, South Africa, said the intruder fell wounded with a pistol in his hand. He was shot to death by another man who was killed in the attack. Shapira said, "I thought if I killed him, the other one would kill the whole family.""Shapira was wounded by shards of glass thrown by one of the fleeing guerrillas landed nearby.

"I was scared to shoot at the terrorist holding my neighbor," Shapira said. "I thought if I killed him, the other one would kill the whole family." Shapira was wounded by shards of glass thrown by one of the fleeing guerrillas landed nearby.

The Archdiocese of the Diocese traveled to Notre Dame this past weekend to ordain 7 priests. [Photo by John Macal]

New bar manager's age poses no real problems: Schlageter

by Tom Jackson...
Senior Staff Reporter

Selected along with General Manager Tom McGrath and club manager Dan Sherrer, Senior Business Manager Clare Stack is Senior Bar's first female manager as next year's staff begins operation of the bar this month. Stack is also the only one of the three who is not 21 years old.

Mike Schlageter, current General Manager, clarified the legality of stack's selection by pointing out that Indiana law allows a person to be 18 to work in a bar as long as he/she is a paid employee and, of course, does not drink alcohol. Schlageter also pointed out that Stack is not the first under-21 manager. She will reach the legal age in September.

"Some of my friends ... to a lot more activities and different events to try to keep people interested throughout the year," said that the bar wouldn't be the same if he didn't welcome West Campus, the first week, because kids don't have that much to do then.

She offered this year's staff for "an excellent job" in renovating the building, noting that "they had to rebuild several walls." She also said that the new dance floor was a good idea, and that the local bar with one was Goose's Nest.

Sherrer expressed hopes for many interest changes next year, none of which, he emphasized, have become final. The proposed changes include enlarging the backyard, changing the upstairs lighting system, upgrading food sales, and decorating the main bar and upstairs. Sherrer stressed that this year's renovations were just a start, and that the new managers planned to complete any unfinished tasks.

It would be possible to predict about prices for next year. Sherrer said he was hoping for $4.00 12-ounce beers, and prices below the present $1.25 for the '60s drink, which was called, "too steep...a definite rip-off."
The Student Union Players are presenting "Double Exposure" in the Nazz. (photo by John Macor)

Davis quoted an old labor movement slogan, emphasizing the need for cooperation between blacks and whites, "An injury to one is an injury to all."

"We must take action not only because of a moral imperative, but because of the reverberations of black oppression on society as a whole," she said.

As an example of her notion of a common fate, Davis noted that as a result of the struggles of black people, the masses, both black and white, have obtained access to quality education.

In addition, Davis linked the feminist movement with the progress of the civil rights movement by saying that, "Racism has historically established the criterion for sexual oppression."

Davis concluded her remarks by inviting those present to join the NAARPR in its work. "We must work for unity across racial lines and political affiliations," she stressed.

ATTENTION GRADUATING STUDENTS

Measurements will be taken for CAPS and GOWNS

Tuesday April 24th

Wednesday April 25th between 9:00 - 4:30 at the NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE
Uncertainty about insurance coverage marks Lammert case

by Tom Hay

It is still uncertain whether or not Greg Lammert will be reimbursed by the university for damage done to his car by university property while parked on campus.

Lammert's 1972 Dodge Dart Demon was struck by a falling flagpole in the Stepan parking lot at about 10 pm on April 3. Heavy winds are believed to have caused the pole to break off and topple over.

The flagpole crashed in the roof of the car and shattered the windshield, although leaving it intact, according to Lammert.

He said that damage was estimated to be between one and two thousand dollars by two area garages. One mechanic told Lammert that the car "wasn't worth repairing." Lammert said the vehicle is "irreplaceable, but dangerous."

Charles Reddy, the insurance officer for Notre Dame, claims that the incident is not covered by the university's policy: "This is an act of God," said Reddy. "There is no legal liability involved.

Reddy said that the insurance company, Royal Globe Insurance Company, is responsible for paying anything due to university negligence, which does not apply to Lammert's case: "If we are responsible, we'll pay for it," he said.

"Ironically enough, the man who must ultimately decide how to handle the "act of God" is Mr. James Christ of the Fort Wayne office. Mr. Christ echoed Reddy's feelings that the flagpole was an "unpreventable accident," and that there was no negligence on the part of the university. He is sending a representative from Fort Wayne tomorrow to discuss the matter with Lammert.

Lammert voiced concern that the claim might be stalled until after he graduates, but Reddy insisted: "These things are taken care of promptly. The problem is, has the insurance company decided? If the insurance company chooses not to pay the claim, Lammert can file suit against the university in small claims court. Lammert said, however, that such action was only a possibility. "We'll just have to wait and see what, if anything, will be done," he remarked.

In the event of a court case, Royal Globe would come to the defense of the university. Reddy said that the whole matter could have been handled easily if only Lammert had carried comprehensive auto insurance. Lammert's auto insurance is limited to liability coverage and therefore does not pay for damage done to the car itself. Lammert's insurance covers vandalism, theft, and even acts of God," said Reddy. "The insurance company will repay you for damage done to your car. It's the deepest part of your insurance policy," he added.

College Republicans elect Baan as '79-80 chairman

Andy Baan was elected Chairman of The Notre Dame College Republicans at their Annual Meeting and Elections on Wednesday evening. Baan, a junior, served as Coordinator of the '78 Campaign.

Dave Walker, a junior transfer student and former Chairman of the Lake County (Ill.) C'U.- Republicans, was elected vice-chairman. Marc Hab. - ma - a sophomore, was elected secretary and Lynda Wiesels - rreshman, was elected treasurer for the 1979 - 1980 academic year. Baan then announced the appointment of junior Paul Julian as Editor of Perspective, the Republican newsletter.

In other business, outgoing Chairman William J. Kerr announced the presentation of four Chairman's Awards for "outstanding contributions to the Notre Dame College Republicans and the senior Republican Party.

Recipients were: Kevin Richardson, freshmen, was elected as State College Republican organizer; Chairman; Carey Ewing, a senior; Mark Dvorak, junior; and Andy Baan, the new chairman.

Gehann to perform concert

Hans Gehann, choir conductor and organ teacher at Seminari Marienhofe in Darmstadt, West Germany, will perform an organ concert tonight at 8 p.m. at Andrews University in Berrien Springs, MI.

Gehann has received the official title - 'narrated artist' - while living in Rome, where he spent most of his life. He has been in concert throughout Eastern and Western Europe and has appeared with his choir on television programs in Bucharest. He is especially known for his interpretations of Bach and Reger, and has published several compositions for organ and choir.

Tonight's concert is part of Gehann's third transcontinental tour of America. It will be held in Pioneer Memorial Church on the campus of Andrews University. Admission is $2.50.

The Student Union Social Commission will be holding an organizational meeting Tuesday, April 24 at 7:30 in the Student Union Lobby. Anyone interested is invited to attend.
Poison New Jersey

art buchwald

WASHINGTON—Almost everybody (well, maybe 99 percent of everybody) wants nuclear energy, but nobody wants nuclear waste dumped in his own backyard. Last week South Carolina refused to accept the waste from the Harrington Three Mile Island Plant. Gov. Hugh Carey of New York, who originally agreed that his state would take nuclear sludge, has now changed his mind. And so it goes.

When I queried people about where the stuff should be dumped, the consensus of opinion was New Jersey.

Why New Jersey? I asked a New Yorker. "Because New York has dusted everything in New Jersey. We've been doing it for years.

"Trash is one thing," I said, "but nuclear waste is another. I don't think it's fair for people who live in New Jersey to have all that nuclear matter piled on their shores."

"How would you know?" the New Yorker said. "They never go through their trash to see what's been dumped there. We built them the Lincoln Tunnel in exchange for letting us away what we wanted to our marshlands. New Jersey owes it to us.

"All you say may be true, but I know people who live in New Jersey, and they're adamant about not wanting other states to put nuclear refuse on their junk piles.

"So we don't tell them," he replied. "We'll throw it out the windows of the Metroliner at night when no one is looking."

"It seems unfair to the Garden State," I said. "If those poor people in New York are going to be swaps the Gospel to people in the poor of that state, they should do the same."

"But that's the capital of New Jersey!" he protested.

"Right, then Princeton. They were one of the first to come up with the idea of nuclear energy. Let them figure out what to do with the waste,

"That may be true," I said, "but don't you think each state should be responsible for its own sludge?

"Not as long as there is New Jersey."

In Washington I called the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to ask if it would permit New Jersey to become a dumping ground for the other 49 states. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission tells us that there is no safe way to dispose of the waste.

"Only temporarily until we can find a safer disposal method," the NRC told me

"So it's Dangerous?"

"If you put the nuclear waste in Glad and you are allowed to build gambling casinos, you should be willing to put away a little fallout."

I didn't think of that. But let us suppose New Jersey says no to the garbage called waste, and even passes a law that anyone dumping it would be fined $100. What would you do then?

"They wouldn't dare! New Jersey needs New York. Why don't you think they'd let you have your garbage there for so many years? Don't get me wrong. I have nothing against the people who live there, but we have to be practical about this. If the people like South Carolina are balky about accepting nuclear sludge, the only place left is across the Hudson River.

I found that Pennsylvanians felt the same way about it as New Yorkers. A man from Philadelphia said, "We've suffered enough in this state. You can't expect us to live with this contaminated material forever.

"Where do you want it to go?"

"If you don't know, I do," he said. "It's New Jersey."

"But that's the capital of New Jersey! I protested.

"Right, then Princeton. They were one of the first to come up with the idea of nuclear energy. Let them figure out what to do with the waste.

"That may be true," I said, "but don't you think each state should be responsible for its own sludge?

"Not as long as there is New Jersey."

Third World: Struggle of a people

Another very important realization that we are facing, is that the boundaries of beliefs, faiths, creeds, and allegiances are notedly as well, as in the practice. Words mean nothing, or worse than nothing, the actions of the practice are always contradictions in our message. Our faith or our beliefs are purely brothers, or we do not live our faith. We need to fulfill our lives and the demands love makes are great indeed. The importance of the third world and our effective practice of love is nowhere as clear as it is in the life-teachings of Jesus. All of his words and his works are for us lessons of life. And when he talks of the final judgment, it is not the ones who are facing a day of penance one has served to which he refers, but the prac-
tice one has lived.

I know that I am preaching and that I am struggling here, self-righteous as I take advantage of your kindness. Of this and these words. I don't know if I am expressing myself clearly or straightforwardly, or satisfied with your faith after reading this you haven't come to me or stood me well. Because the Christian faith is very different from the mixture of political and social ideologies that grow around our society, and challenges our actions and the way we live our lives. It is an easy, or not so easy, comfortable because it is different from the other. But is ultimately the source of joy and profound hope in our lives.

These are not complete thoughts, they are simple, was thought, but rather what has come to me right now, as a result of my reading the works of theology, and reflection. I am a man who is looking for a way of living, and differently the offer well-studied critiques of the scriptures. What I am in the process of doing is asking the God of the poor, and unhappen, unfortunately not so firmly of our daily life, is to read our scriptures. God in the hearts of the people, in the poor, the humble, the sick, the handicapped, every day is a heroic struggle to know what God is willing to do. And in this dimension to find God in the sick, in the prisoners, in the alcoholics, in the lives of people who are suffering. Carcimeh calls us that God is in all hearts, he must ask ourselves, is God in hearts of those who kill, of those who make slaves--legal or de facto--of our human beings, of those who terrorize us? What God could it be? The proof of the faith is in the facts. And it is followed that the negation of God--atheism--isn't so much a question of words as it is of acts. Those who truly deny God are those who practice injustice, those who act for justice affirm God, even though it might be
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The Observer is presently part of the Notre Dame LAPIEL (Late America Project for Experiential Learning) program. Reprinted below is a letter from Charlie to a friend here at Notre Dame.

Dear Friend,

Just got through reading Diane Wilson's column critiquing Morton Shul's 'Viking Night.' I wasn't really applaunded at the '90s and '40s' of the book, and food of all, while Wilson was only being discussed a 'Viking' student wearing a banana, normal students were curiously witnessing their trays with a weeping Jesus that was making rounds on campus.

It's a strange time, the University of Notre Dame, college founded by a man who was not against praying to God and the Virgin Mary, and now they are demonstrating about not wanting other states to put nuclear waste from the Hanna River. My personal reaction is that if states like New York, who originally agreed that his state would take nuclear sludge, has now changed his mind. And so it goes.

As it goes, so it goes...
Sing us a song, you're the Piano Man
Sing us a song tonight,
Well, we're all in the mood for a melody.
And if you've got us feeling alright
Billy Joe wrote this particular song after his experience playing at a piano bar in Los Angeles in the early 1970s. It became the song that people identified with Joe, and helped launch a career which has blossomed in the last two years.

But "Piano Man" was not the only positive that Joe gained from these early years. Perhaps more important, he learned something about in- teracting with an audience, and that experience was presented onstage at the "Stranger." Joe was in Los Angeles on a Friday night. From the opening notes of "The Stranger" at the beginning to his tender rendition of "Sonneur" to close, Joe helped a near-capacity crowd fill the space.

Pointing out the highlights of this show is extremely difficult, because there were no real low points. Joe's weaker songs seemed so much stronger with the great system, superb band, and vocal crowd that Billy Joe had to work with.

Much of the credit for the success of this concert, and Joe's recent albums, has to go to his band. The piano was the focal point for nearly all the music, but Joe, a former boxer, knows that everyone has to get a piece of the action. His piano work is a knockout punch.

The guitar section, featuring David Brown and Russell Favors on electric and bass guitars, respectively, were a real asset. Joe Stegman on bass, stayed out of the limelight. In the past, he provided some solid backing for Joe's voice. The group was tight.

The other members of the band, Rickie Cannata and Liberty DeVito, stood much to the excitement of the audience. Cannata provided some sock on "New York State of Mind" (for Honesty) for example.

The combination of this fine band with the strings is really something. Joe himself, standing on the stage and recounting his experiences, and the audience's responses to his stories, is like something out of a movie. Joe Stegman, one of Joe's associates, sang a song which was actually Vietnam, which is not something that he has ever done before. But the piano man was at his best on "Love That Girl," which was a superb showmanship.
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When asked about competition from a Student Union record store, Moran commented, "Records aren't a big margin item, but there are people on campus who want records. Records are a convenience item, like health and beauty aids."

The Huddle is another University-run business that is highly visible to students, especially with the recent renovations. According to Huddle Manager Jim Thalecker, the new Deli has been a success. "The Deli is now a major source of revenue for us," Thalecker stated.

The new pizza sales have not done as well, but Thalecker claimed that was because they have not really been merchandised yet. Thalecker expressed some concern about competition from Hall Food Sales. "The fact that there is Food Sales hurts, no doubt. I wouldn't mind getting a percentage of those sales," Thalecker stated.

Thalecker was also worried about expansion of food sales. "If they expanded, it would hurt if they get the same item downstairs instead of cutting across the quad," Thalecker said.

The current system of University-run businesses has both its strengths and its weaknesses. Although it brings in a great deal of revenue, it is frequently not beneficial to the students. This system should be more closely examined so that its defects might be repaired.

Historical Society to meet tonight in O'Shaughnessy

There will be an organizational meeting of the Notre Dame Historical Society tonight at 7 in room 104 of O'Shaughnessy. New officers will be elected and next year's activities will be discussed. All members are encouraged to attend.

ATTENTION
ALL SOPHOMORES
Sophomores may start placing ring orders on Monday, April 23.

Hours: 9:00 am to 4:30 pm Mon.-Fri.
in office on second floor of
Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore

THE $1.09 BREAKFASTS

Nobody makes better breakfasts than Golden Bear and, nobody gives you more for your money. Nobody.

1. EGGS
Two Grade A, extra large eggs served with hash browns, buttered toast, and jelly

2. FRENCH TOAST
Four half slices served with two strips of bacon or two porkies.

3. WAFFLES
One waffle served with two strips of bacon or two porkies.

4. PANCAKES
Three pancakes served with two strips of bacon or two porkies.

(Offer ends April 30, 1979)

THE GREAT ESCAPE

You dream about it at night... the day you can close your books, get out of this place and forget about studying for awhile.

Well, the Great Escape is here... this weekend, with Greyhound. Escape to the country or go see some friends. Just decide which escape route you want and we'll do the rest.

We'll get you out of town and away from the books so you can clear your head. It doesn't cost much and it'll do you a world of good.

So make the Great Escape this weekend... with Greyhound.

To One-Way Round-Trip Depart Arrive
Chicago $8.55 $16.25 10:20 a.m. 11:15 p.m.
Milwaukee $14.30 $27.20 10:20 a.m. 11:15 p.m.
Cleveland $23.30 $44.30 9:50 a.m. 4:35 p.m.
St. Louis $25.115 $47.60 1:50 p.m. 10:20 p.m.
Detroit $18.15 $34.50 7:110 p.m. 12:45 p.m.

(Prices subject to change.)

210 W. Monroe 287-6541

Go GREYHOUND
Benefiting MD

24 Hour Dance Marathon Ends

by Tom Ahearne

Over 70 tired and aching feet finally made their way to soothing pans of warm water and log-awaited beds yesterday as approximately 35 students from Notre Dame, Saint Mary's and area high schools concluded dancing in the Muscular Dystrophy Dance Marathon held in Stepan Center.

The marathon, which is one of over 300 held each year to benefit Muscular Dystrophy, raised over $1200.

The music for the 24 hours of dancing between 11 a.m. Saturday and 10 a.m. Sunday was donated by five bands: Ikey Hot, Survivors, Wizards, Revolver and Ryd.

Meals for the dancers were donated by McDonald's, Pizza Hut and a local donut shop. In addition, area businesses donated over 120 individual prizes for contestants which were given away in hourly raffles and scattered contests throughout the 24 hours.

Prizes were also awarded to the dancers who raised the most money and to the best dancing couple. Additionally, a trophy was awarded to Elkhart Memorial High School for raising the most money.

Notre Dame's Angel Flight, which annually collects money for Muscular Dystrophy, in cooperation with Circle K and area DECA clubs, sponsored the marathon.

... Tanzanians

[continued from page 1]

assault with two 10-minute barrages. Rockets knocked out a 106mm anti-tank gun manned by Amin's soldiers at the western end of the Nile River bridge.

Several thousand Tanzanian and anti-Amin Ugandan soldiers then marched in columns into the city. All of Amin's soldiers had fled, witnesses said, except for a few who were captured.
Molarity

by Michael Molinelli

Available at the bookstore & the CDM office-11th floor,Library

Proceedings of the LATIN AMERICAN BISHOPS' CONFERENCE, Puebla, Mexico

100 pages of the final document translated during the last days of the meeting. .

Chapters on: VISION OF THE CHURCH • FAMILY • CHRIST, THE CENTER OF HISTORY • HUMAN DIGNITY • LIBERATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT • THEOLOGIES AND POLITICS • EVANGELIZATION • PREFERENTIAL OPTION FOR THE POOR • BASIC COMMUNITIES, PARISH, LOCAL CHURCH • LITurgy • CHURCH'S ACTIONS AMONG BUILDERS OF A PLURALISTIC SOCIETY • INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY • PASTORAL OPTIONS •

Cost: $3
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ACROSS

1 Bombshell • 60 Place for a one-night stand
2 Potto • 61 Optimistic
3 Sale • 62 With an array
4 Church • 64 Triglycerides
5 Toys • 63 As time
6 Musical instrument • 65 Gull
7 Speaker • 66 Conduct
8 Musical • 67 Rapture
9 Mosaic • 68 MANY
10 New York feature • 69 Patent
11 Is nestled • 70 Seasonal
12 Not lord • 71 Slumber
13 Shadowbox • 72 Sheep
14 Hidden • 73 Act
15 Men • 74 Flower
16 Circle part • 75 Thnome
17 Sonora • 76 Thanks — 1
18 Somali • 77 Thanks — 2
19 Indian • 78 Silver
20 Utah • 79 UFO creation
21 Possessive pronoun • 80 Place for a one-night stand
22 Letters for a summer • 81 Your money
23 Single in the sixth • 82 Scarlet
24 Devout • 83 Unequal
25 Polo • 84 French
26 U.S. • 85 Half
27 Toned • 86 Thankful
28 Under • 87 Truant
29 Dancing • 88 Opposite
30 Busy • 89 Not just a word
31 Dancing • 90 Not just a word
32 Dancing • 91 Not just a word
33 Dancing • 92 Not just a word
34 Dancing • 93 Not just a word
35 Dancing • 94 Not just a word
36 Dancing • 95 Not just a word
37 Dancing • 96 Not just a word
38 Dancing • 97 Not just a word
39 Dancing • 98 Not just a word
40 Dancing • 99 Not just a word
41 Dancing • 100 Not just a word
42 Dancing • 101 Not just a word
43 Dancing • 102 Not just a word
44 Dancing • 103 Not just a word
45 Dancing • 104 Not just a word
46 Dancing • 105 Not just a word
47 Dancing • 106 Not just a word
48 Dancing • 107 Not just a word
49 Dancing • 108 Not just a word
50 Dancing • 109 Not just a word
51 Dancing • 110 Not just a word
52 Dancing • 111 Not just a word
53 Dancing • 112 Not just a word
54 Dancing • 113 Not just a word
55 Dancing • 114 Not just a word
56 Dancing • 115 Not just a word
57 Dancing • 116 Not just a word
58 Dancing • 117 Not just a word
59 Dancing • 118 Not just a word
60 Dancing • 119 Not just a word
61 Dancing • 120 Not just a word
62 Dancing • 121 Not just a word
63 Dancing • 122 Not just a word
64 Dancing • 123 Not just a word
65 Dancing • 124 Not just a word
66 Dancing • 125 Not just a word
67 Dancing • 126 Not just a word
68 Dancing • 127 Not just a word
69 Dancing • 128 Not just a word
70 Dancing • 129 Not just a word
71 Dancing • 130 Not just a word
72 Dancing • 131 Not just a word
73 Dancing • 132 Not just a word
74 Dancing • 133 Not just a word
75 Dancing • 134 Not just a word
76 Dancing • 135 Not just a word
77 Dancing • 136 Not just a word
78 Dancing • 137 Not just a word
79 Dancing • 138 Not just a word
80 Dancing • 139 Not just a word
81 Dancing • 140 Not just a word
82 Dancing • 141 Not just a word
83 Dancing • 142 Not just a word
84 Dancing • 143 Not just a word
85 Dancing • 144 Not just a word
86 Dancing • 145 Not just a word
87 Dancing • 146 Not just a word
88 Dancing • 147 Not just a word
89 Dancing • 148 Not just a word
90 Dancing • 149 Not just a word
91 Dancing • 150 Not just a word
92 Dancing • 151 Not just a word
93 Dancing • 152 Not just a word
94 Dancing • 153 Not just a word
95 Dancing • 154 Not just a word
96 Dancing • 155 Not just a word
97 Dancing • 156 Not just a word
98 Dancing • 157 Not just a word
99 Dancing • 158 Not just a word
100 Dancing • 159 Not just a word

DOWN

1 Down • 52 Positive
2 Tak, tak • 53 Entire
3 Slaves • 54 Entire
4 First aid • 55 Entire
5 Stay • 56 Entire
6 Material • 57 Entire
7 Dance or • 58 Entire

8 Yoko • 59 UFO creature
9 Noted merchant • 60 Place for a one-night stand
10 And • 61 Optimistic
11 Positive • 62 With an array
12 Fish-eating birds • 63 As time
13 Square-rigger item • 64 French
14 Shoot • 65 Half
15 Crotch • 66 Thankful
16 Fern • 67 Rapture
17 Burn • 68 MANY
18 Den • 69 Unequal
19 Battle • 70 Seasonal
20 Sunrise • 71 Slumber
21 Learning • 72 Sheep
22 Witch • 73 Act
23 Uncouth • 74 Flower
24 Tower town • 75 Thnome
25 Hen of • 76 Thanks — 1
26 Answer • 77 Thanks — 2
27 For one • 78 Silver
28 Good • 79 UFO creation
29 Name • 80 Place for a one-night stand
30 French • 81 Your money
31 Indian • 82 Scarlet
32 English • 83 Unequal
33 French • 84 French
34 French • 85 Half
35 French • 86 Thankful
36 French • 87 Truant
37 French • 88 Opposite
38 French • 89 Not just a word
39 French • 90 Not just a word
40 French • 91 Not just a word
41 French • 92 Not just a word
42 French • 93 Not just a word
43 French • 94 Not just a word
44 French • 95 Not just a word
45 French • 96 Not just a word
46 French • 97 Not just a word
47 French • 98 Not just a word
48 French • 99 Not just a word
49 French • 100 Not just a word
50 French • 101 Not just a word
51 French • 102 Not just a word
52 French • 103 Not just a word
53 French • 104 Not just a word
54 French • 105 Not just a word
55 French • 106 Not just a word
56 French • 107 Not just a word
57 French • 108 Not just a word
58 French • 109 Not just a word
59 French • 110 Not just a word
60 French • 111 Not just a word
61 French • 112 Not just a word
62 French • 113 Not just a word
63 French • 114 Not just a word
64 French • 115 Not just a word
65 French • 116 Not just a word
66 French • 117 Not just a word
67 French • 118 Not just a word
68 French • 119 Not just a word
69 French • 120 Not just a word
70 French • 121 Not just a word
71 French • 122 Not just a word
72 French • 123 Not just a word
73 French • 124 Not just a word
74 French • 125 Not just a word
75 French • 126 Not just a word
76 French • 127 Not just a word
77 French • 128 Not just a word
78 French • 129 Not just a word
79 French • 130 Not just a word
80 French • 131 Not just a word
81 French • 132 Not just a word
82 French • 133 Not just a word
83 French • 134 Not just a word
84 French • 135 Not just a word
85 French • 136 Not just a word
86 French • 137 Not just a word
87 French • 138 Not just a word
88 French • 139 Not just a word
89 French • 140 Not just a word
90 French • 141 Not just a word
91 French • 142 Not just a word
92 French • 143 Not just a word
93 French • 144 Not just a word
94 French • 145 Not just a word
95 French • 146 Not just a word
96 French • 147 Not just a word
97 French • 148 Not just a word
98 French • 149 Not just a word
99 French • 150 Not just a word
100 French • 151 Not just a word
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Irish tracksters capture medals at Kansas Relays

Five members of the Notre Dame track team ran in solid performances last weekend, as the Irish pulled in two relay medals at the Kansas Relays Friday and Saturday in Lawrence, KAN.

The two-mile relay team of Chuck Aragon, Pete Burger, Jay Miranda and Jim Stetzer were trying to defend the championship that the Irish won last year, but a strong field left the Irish with a fourth-place finish in this event. The Irish finished the event in second place in the 400-meter relay, a few seconds behind Notre Dame record that they set last year, and a little over four seconds behind Oklahoma, who won in 4:20.13.

A pleasant surprise for the Irish was the strong performance of the four-mile relay team of Aragon, Miranda, Berger, and Joe Strohman. This team ran a solid 17:00.1, to take third in this event, with Bowling Green won in 16:46.1.

Meanwhile, the rest of the Notre Dame track team was flying high, led by the Illini Classic in Champaign, IL. Details on this meet and some comments on what this means for the Irish can be read in tomorrow's Observer.

... Umps

[continued from page 12]

the season have been atrocious. The players, managers, owners and fans are hoping and praying that the regulars will find it now. So why haven't we negotiated a contract for the future? The fact is, there were no significant negotiations until this past Saturday when the sides sat down to call off the first strike. The communication gap between the sides has worsen as the Galapagos Wall. No one seems to be able to get through to the other side. They just keep yelling back and forth, each team like children.

Tomorrow: Umpires' Action The Opinions

---

Irish tracksters capture medals at Kansas Relays

For Sale


1975 Triumph Spitfire Convertible, great shape, $2750.00, call 766-6811.
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1975 Triumph Spitfire Convertible, great shape, $2750.00, call 766-6811.
Chumps, Butchers play today

Field narrow in bookstores play

by Frank LaGrotta

"It was a perfect day for the Bookstore Basketball," commented Leo Laz after the 1979 championship game against Koolaid. The game was the climax of a four-team tournament that was organized by the local bookstore owners. "That was a really great game," added Laz, who scored a career-high 18 points for his team.

In the first half, the Butchers, led by the dynamic duo of Bruce Flowers and Kevin Hart, took a 25-15 lead into the locker room. However, the Chumps, led by the relentless defense of Marty Vuono and the gunslinging skills of Rusty Love, came out swinging in the second half. "We really poured it on in the second half," said Hart, who had 15 points and 10 rebounds.

The game went down to the wire, with the Butchers clinging to a 68-66 lead as the clock edged towards zero. But, with the aid of a last-second three-pointer from Flowers, the Butchers won the championship by a narrow 69-66 margin.

"I'm really proud of our team," said Flowers, who had 24 points and 17 rebounds. "We worked hard all season, and this was the reward.

Near even record

Irish win 3 of 4 over weekend

by Mike Henry

Sports Writer

Last weekend, Notre Dame's basketball team hosted a pair of twinbill games against tiny Huntingdon and the strong Dayton club. After a sweep of the Pilots Friday, stripping right-hander Mike Deasey, looking for his fifth victory without a loss, carried a 3-1 lead vs. the Flyers entering the final frame. But, as a ravenous crowd of about 3,000 looked on happily, Deasey faltered and loaded the sacks on back-to-back singles and a free pass. Coach Tom Kelly summed up the team's performance thus far: "It's been an up-and-down season; we've had our moments of heartbreak, but we've also had our moments of glory."

The Irish were led by junior Greg Kot, who had 21 points and 10 rebounds. "Mike and I have been playing well together," said Kot. "We're really looking forward to the season's final stretch."

In other games, Team Canisius also faced off against the Wreckers, with a 23-21 overtime victory from Another Face in the Crowd. Phil Flood led the winners with 18 points, while Joe Flaherty had nine points and eight rebounds. "It was a tough game," said Flood. "But we battled back and pulled it out in the end.

"The Irish are a great team," said Flaherty. "They're really tough to beat. But we managed to get the job done.

Umpire action - the facts

With all that I've read and heard about the absence of the major league baseball umpires, the whole picture became rather blurred to me. I decided to make a few phone calls and find out exactly what's going on. I spoke with representatives of the Commissioner's office, both league offices, and Mr. Richard Phillips himself, attorney for the umpires. This is the first of a two-part series on the recent action taken by baseball's umpires:

Before we get tangled up in the mess which now exists in the major leagues, let's turn the clock back a few years, to 1977. That year, the umpires as a group, worked out a collective bargaining agreement with the league bosses. Let's sidestep here for a moment. This collective bargaining agreement is very different from a contract. Each umpire works under the terms of his own individual contract. These contracts are for one or two years-no more. Their collective bargaining agreement is similar to that of the players. It simply spells out the guidelines for individual contract negotiations. That's all.

Now, back to 1977. The agreement which the umpires signed that year is still in effect and runs through 1981. Among other things, it sets a minimum salary level ($17,500 per year for a rookie), a $50 per diem, which has since risen to $55. This is money given to the umpire each day to pay for a room, meals, etc., first class air travel for each umpire, and, of course, annual salary increases.

So every year the league offices draw up individual contracts for each (based on that